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"Peter Carey at the VACB Studio, Soho, New York City"
Artist — Rick Amor
162 cm by 162 cm — oil on linen

Rick Amor studied at The National Gallery Art School in Melbourne from 1965 to 1968. He has been painting full time since 1972, and lives and works in Melbourne.

This painting was entered in the 1997 Archibald Prize contest. Held each year in Sydney, the contest focuses on portraiture. The painting was shown along with other finalists in the New South Wales Art Gallery, and is now in a private collection.

The Archibald Prize was named after a former and highly influential editor of the Bulletin, J.F. Archibald. On his death in 1919, his considerable estate was used in part to fund the yearly prize. He had long been a faithful supporter of Australian writers and artists.

_The painting is reproduced by special permission of the artist._
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POETRY

4 Piss-Talk, Craig Sherborne
7 Uluru, Judy Johnson
9 First Shift, Peter Boyle
19 Naxos or the Beach, Michael Sariban
21 The Farmer’s Husband, John Kinsella
22 Starlit, Jena Woodhouse
24 Suburban Myth, J.R. McRae
32 A Place, MTC Cronin
35 Letter Home, Jordie Albiston
43 New Game, Richard Deutch
45 Renewing Memory, Faith de Savigne
49 Retreat, Connie Barber
53 On Dickerson’s Lost Child, Andrew Lansdown

FICTION

5 from Jack Maggs, Peter Carey

ESSAYS

17 Religion and Philosophy in Australian Literature — Marion Spies
25 "Emoh Ruo"—The Suburbanization of Australian Cinema — Ian Craven
33 The Strange Case of the Reloaded Dog — Glen Love
37 Beyond the Verandah — Elizabeth Jolley’s The Orchard Thieves and Drusilla Modjeska’s The Orchard — Tanya Dalziell
41 Patrick White and Iris Murdoch — Death as a Moral Summons in The Eye of the Storm and Bruno’s Dream — Graeme Sharrock

DEPARTMENTS

11 A Conversation with Peter Carey, Ray Willbanks
46 A Postscript to Alan Duffs Interview, Murray S. Martin
76 Soundings from Down Under, Nicholas Birns
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FICTION

47 Peter Carey, Jack Maggs — Carolyn Bliss
48 David Foster, The Glade within the Grove — Anne Pender
49 David Malouf, The Conversations at Curlew Creek — John Turner
50 Catherine Jinks, An Evening with the Messiah — Nancy Potter
51 Thea Astley, The Multiple Effects of Rainshadow — Robert Ross
52 Michael Wilding, Somewhere New — Richard Carr
53 Beverley Farmer, Collected Stories — Ray Willbanks
54 Joanne Campbell Black, The Spirits are Willing; Betty Collins, The Copper Crucible — Wendy Goulston
55 Gillian Bouras, A Stranger Here; Penelope Trevor, Listening for Small Sounds — Cleo Lloyd da Silva
56 Richard van Lieven, Love Shack; Peter Goldsworthy, Keep it Simple, Stupid — Peter G. Christensen
57 Richard King, Kindling Does for Firewood — Catherine Miner
58 Richard Dessaix, Night letters — Darren DeFrain
59 Sara Dowse, Digging — Mary-Robyn Adams
60 Julian Davies, The Beholder — Peter Wolfe
61 Olga Masters, Collected Stories — Olga Asal Connolly

TRAVEL

62 Nancy Phelan, Pieces of Heaven — Nancy Potter

DRAMA

63 Hillary Belle, Fortune; Alex Buzo, Pacific Union; David Williamson, Heretic — Dennis Carroll

POETRY

65 Adam Aitken, In One House — J.A. Wainwright
66 J.S. Harry, Selected Poems: The Life on Water and the Life Beneath — Bruce Clunies Ross
67 David Curzon, Philip Hammial, Coral Hull, Stephen Oliver, Wild Life; Peter Goldsworthy, If Then; Joanne Bums, Penelope's Knees — Michael Wiley
68 Beth Spencer, How To Conceive of a Girl — Felicity Plunkett

CRITICISM

69 Peter Kuch, Bruce Dawe — Graeme Kinross-Smith
70 Gita Rajan, Radhika Mohanram, Postcolonial Discourse and Changing Cultural Contexts — Michael Eldridge
72 Wolfgang Zach, Ken L. Goodwin, Nationalism vs. Internationalism — John Scheckter

HISTORY

73 David Day, Claiming a Continent — Henry S. Albinski
74 Watkin Tench, 1788 — Stephen Milnes

75 Selected Reference Works — Murray S. Martin
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Antipodes

announces a

SHORT STORY
CONTEST

OPEN TO ALL AUSTRALIAN WRITERS

AUS$500 — FIRST PRIZE
AUS$250 — SECOND PRIZE

And publication in Antipodes

All manuscripts must be typed, double spaced, and not exceed 5,000 words. Manuscripts must be received by 30 November 1997. They will not be returned. Winners will be notified by 1 March 1998.

Send manuscripts to:
Ray Willbanks,
Department of English
University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152 USA

Submissions by fax or email will not be considered.
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The Arts by Vassar College
Australia Council
Straddlefork Foundation
Leila Clark Wynn